The Living Wage –
making sense for business and
the common good
Richard Weaver explains the social need for a living wage rather than the minimum
wage, and then goes on to outline the cost savings a Living Wage commitment has
brought to some well-known companies, including Chesea Football Club. He looks
at the Christian perspective, and at some practical steps to support the campaign.
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unfair and increasingly unstable.
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The Living Wage is calculated to be
the level of pay required to enable
workers to sustain a personal and
family life, contribute to the wider
life of a community, and still have
enough money to meet their material
needs. The UK rate is set annually by
the Living Wage Foundation and
calculated by the Centre for Research
in Social Policy (CRSP) at
Loughborough University. Members
of the public are involved in groups
which decide what to include in
order for households to have a
minimum acceptable standard of
living5. The Living Wage is therefore
rooted in social consensus about
what people need to make ends meet.

8

University of London argues that the
demand for a living wage can provide
the means to challenge this system
by increasing the relationship and
sense of responsibility of businesses
for workers on the lowest pay, and to
secure greater justice for those doing
the work.

'Paying the Living Wage makes
absolute sense to us as an
organisation - it's part of our aim of
being an employer of choice which
helps us to protect the long term
success of our business."
Marie Sigsworth, Group Corporate
Responsibility Director, Aviva11

The Living Wage campaign
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the living wage across the main
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In 2012, the London Borough of
Islington, the 14th most deprived
area in England, became the first
accredited living wage council in the
UK, after building a living wage
requirement into its procurement
process. Now its 5,000 staff are on

The living wage is increasingly

the living wage or higher13.In

making sense for businesses. More

addition, a number of UK government
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issue within the economic system we
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benefitting are still relatively small -
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Chelsea Football Club,
the first Premier
League football club to
be an accredited living
wage employer

below the living wage - the initiative

campaigns to large national

writing about the Bible, wages and

has helped normalize discussions in

campaigns. Citizens UK has

family life16 argues that a mature

the business community and

developed a manifesto for the UK

biblical theology of poverty and the

throughout the UK.
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On 11 December 2014

Chelsea

became the first Premier League
football club to be an accredited
living wage employer, following
Hearts in Scotland and FC United of
Manchester; the club formed by fans
in protest against the takeover of
Manchester United by the Glazer
family. Football clubs are very high
profile businesses, and are often
beacon employers with a history
rooted in their communities. Many
do brilliant community work, but are
continuing to pay below the living
wage to all those who work on match
days and around the stadium.
Football clubs paying only minimum
wages to workers seems to be
particularly unjust given the
multimillion-pound salaries paid to
individual players, particularly in the
Premier League.
Citizens UK has been central to
campaigning for the living wage
across the UK. Citizens UK is a
powerful alliance of local Community
Organising groups in London,
Birmingham, Cardiff, Milton Keynes
and Nottingham. It brings together
churches, mosques and synagogues;
schools, colleges and universities;
unions, think-tanks and housing
associations; GP surgeries, charities
and migrant groups to work together
for the common good. It develops the
capacity of its members to build
power locally so they can hold
politicians and other decision

General Election in 2015 . On the

family will include modelling ways of

living wage it commits to do a

giving respect and empowering the

number of things including to

poor rather than patronising them

promote the Living Wage, aiming to

and creating dependency. For

reach 5,000 accredited Living Wage

example Boaz's obedience to the

Employers by 2020, and to raise pay

Levitical gleaning laws did not give

in the challenging sectors of retail,

grain to the widows and strangers as

social care and hospitality. Citizens

hand-outs, but instead gave them

UK asks the next government to do a

access to the farmland and allowed

number of things including: the

them to gather what they needed for

enforcement of the National

themselves. This provides dignity to

Minimum Wage; the championing of

those being helped and offers

the higher voluntary Living Wage;

proximate neighbourly care (cf.

implementation of the Living Wage in

Leviticus 19:19, Ruth 2). It also

public sector commissioning,

includes recognition that systems

employment and procurement by

and structures unfairly disadvantage

2020; and encouragement of

some so that their circumstances

employers to pay the Living Wage

rather than their character have

through a number of specific measures.

been the predominant cause of
their poverty.

What does campaigning for
the Living Wage have to do
with being a Christian?
As Christians following a God of
justice who calls us to love our
neighbours I believe we should be
supporting the living wage campaign.
We have a rich tradition of acting on
issues of social and economic justice:
from work to end the global slave
trade, to defeating apartheid in South
Africa, and the cancellation of US$130
billion of unpayable debt for
developing countries through the
Jubilee 2000 movement. The church
was the backbone of Jubilee 2000 and
this movement was itself inspired by
the Jubilee laws in Deuteronomy 15
and Leviticus 25.

Faith communities - and most of all
churches - have provided the
majority of local people who
organised together made the Living
Wage possible in many areas.
Christian teaching is a key
motivation for the campaign. The
Bible is clear that the earth belongs
first of all to God - and that its fruits
need to be distributed in a way that
ensures everyone has dignity and the
material as well as spiritual means to
flourish17. Jesus' manifesto for his
mission in Luke 4: 18-19 makes clear
that this is good news for the poor
and that he came to set the
oppressed free. So in following Christ
this will be central to living out our
faith in our lives. Again Jesus is clear

makers to account. It works on a

Krish Kandiah, President of the

in Matthew 25:31-46 in his

range of issues, from small local

London School of Theology, in

assessment of human behaviour and
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z Buy as many products and services

God's judgement - 'whatever you did

the lowest pay, makes sense for an

for one of the least of these brothers

increasing number of employers for

as possible from shops and

and sisters of mine, you did for me.'

whom there is often only a relatively

companies that pay their workers

We can also draw on Malachi 3:5

small extra cost, while also providing

fairly. If you can't see the Living

where those who oppress hired

the means to challenge and change

Wage mark in a shop, ask whether

workers are lumped with sorcerers,

the overall current economic system.

it is a Living Wage employer. If it

perjurers and those who oppress
immigrants. In addition, in this and
other passages ensuring fair pay for
hired workers, often the lowest paid,
is included alongside the importance
of responding to the needs of
widows, orphans and immigrants.
The Gospels also command us to be
as wise as serpents but as gentle as
doves in our actions to bring about
justice. In campaigning against the
global slave trade, the reformers
realised they would not be successful
going for full abolition immediately
and so introduced it by first getting a
bill passed to ban British subjects
from aiding or participating in the

For churches and other Christian
organisations in particular, it's
important that they live out their
values in every area of their work, and

is, encourage the shop to display
the Living Wage mark. If it is not,
ask why not!18
z Join with others in campaigning

part of that will be shown in how

for businesses to pay the living

much those who work for them are

wage - there are ongoing large

paid. It's a basic part of the gospel

campaigns to get Tesco, Amazon,

that all people are created equal and

John Lewis and a number of

that we are all equal in the eyes of

football clubs including Cardiff

God. Christian organisations should

City, Spurs and Arsenal to become

apply that to all that they do, in

living wage employers.

seeking to build the kingdom,
including what they pay.

How you can get involved
z Find out if your employer is an

The Living Wage on its own will not
end poverty in the UK, but it is
making a real difference to those now
receiving the living wage through
their work. I believe that Christians

slave trade to areas colonised by the

accredited living wage employer.

should champion this as part of

French. Similarly the Living Wage

The Living Wage Foundation has a

living out their faith, both in ensuring

campaign can be seen as following in

list of all current ones - see

that their employer pays at least the

this Christian tradition with the

www.livingwage.org.uk. And if

living wage to all who work there as

Living Wage set at around 20% above

your employer isn't there, there is

well as campaigning for all businesses

the minimum wage. This means that

a simple process they can follow

to join with the more than 1000 UK

it makes a real difference for those on

to become one.

employers who already do so.
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